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Abstract
For excavating the remaining oil of the thick oil layer in high water-cut stage
efficiently, we design the track of wells and optimize the perforation through
establishing geological model with high precision and portraying structure,
sand body distribution, sandwich distribution characteristics and water
saturation distribution characteristics delicately. We determine the aspect and
vertical orientation of horizontal wells in consideration of avoiding the
horizontal drilling encountering thin sand in the river of horizontal wells and
middle-lower interlining of block reservoirs has the characters that it is
developed and its flooding level is low. According to the distribution of water
saturation and sandwich successively, we optimize 4 perforated intervals with
the length of 286m in the horizontal section of 674m. After perforating
operation, it controls the initial water ratio successfully, slows down the
ascending velocity of water content in the production process and achieves
good development results.
Keywords: horizontal well; geological model building; trajectory design;
optimization of the perforation.

Introduction
The region of interest S of horizontal well locates the west of Beier region in Saertu
field, intended zone A is sedimentary sand body of the small river, and its
sedimentary types is representative strongly. It is the main production purposes. The
main channel sand is continuous distribution with banded, it develops three single
channels and these three single channels afflux together in south. The channel has
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125m width and bigger curvature, the two sides swing symmetrically and channel
sand body contacts with external reservoir abruptly.
Intended zone of A have surplus oil, this mainly because channel sand body deposit of
diffluent plain forms steady barrier with upper part, intermediate layer of intended
zone is developed that makes inside of the channel sand body into concentrated area
of surplus oil. The surplus oil mainly distributes the top of the first deposition of oil
layer A vertically and larger developed scale of the channel sand body on the level.
Though thick reservoir is meander river deposit, compared with every development
zone of the north of Changyuan, the channel sand body is relatively
narrow、light、thin, and the risk and difficulty of the horizontal drilling are relatively
great. The research has suggested that we design the track of wells and optimize the
perforation through establishing geological model with high precision and portraying
structure, sand body distribution, sandwich distribution characteristics and water
saturation distribution characteristics delicately, so we can assure success of
horizontal well.
1. An overview of the study area
The study area S of Horizontal wells has the jurisdiction of an area of 0. 7 square
kilometers, and there are 51 oil wells. S within the reservoir A is a brown, gray
siltstone, the upper sand body is not developed, the thickness of sand in the lower part
is stable, generally at 2. 4 meters. A sandstone reservoir within S has the average
thickness of 3. 9m, the effective thickness of 2. 4m, the maximum sandstone thickness
of 7. 3m, the maximum effective thickness of 5. 8m. Its direction of material source is
from north to south, and it has little change in thickness from north to south.
Because the well spacing of this well field is 100-125m, prediction of inter-borehole
reservoir is uncertainty. In order to avoid the level section of the horizontal well
encountering thin sand and understand sedimentary characteristics of the intended
zone comprehensively, we determine to put the horizontal segment of the horizontal
well between P and Q region in which the channel sand body is most likely to
develop. At the same time, according to preliminary autopsy results of sand body,
intended zone A is two channel deposit, the upper sand body develops poorly, the
lower sand body contacts with layer B that is well-developed, and intermediate layer
between layers is developed with conditions for the existence of residual oil, watered
degree is lower, therefore the trajectory of horizontal wells locates the lower art in the
area in the reservoir A.
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Figure 1: Directional diagram of horizontal wells

2. Establishment of the geological model
2. 1 Establishment of the construction model
Construction model is one of the main researches of geological reservoir modeling, it
provides a three-dimensional skeleton for the following lithology model. Construction
model is based on fault model and horizon model, while the block S does not exist
fault, so we mainly establish construction model through horizon model.
1). Optimization of mathematical algorithm of the stratum layer
To establish construction model, we commonly use minimum curvature method,
cosine law, moving average method and the convergence method, and we need to
make optimization to establish construction model more accurately in these
algorithms. We carry out horizon model for stratum layer according to four different
simulation algorithms, and we compare these four methods. As shown in Figure 2.

余弦法

收敛法

移动平均法

最小曲率法

Figure 2: The comparison of horizon model with different mathematical simulation
model
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As can be seen from the figure, moving average method marked undulations of
maximum and minimum curvature method for the second, the cosine law and the
convergent model is relatively flat and more or less.
Because when we establish horizon modeling, if the simulation structure surface ups
and downs greatly, the risk of horizontal well track designed drilling the top layer will
be increased. So the stratum layer simulation algorithms of this block can be chosen
between the cosine law and the convergent method. We finally select the convergence
method as the stratum layer simulation algorithm that is used commonly.
The overlapped horizon model established by using the convergent method is shown
in Figure 3. The morphological characters of every stratum all distribute from
southwest to northeast, the northeast of the top of sandstone is higher, and the
southwest becomes low gradually. This marches with the actual construction of the
stratum layer.

Figure 3: Composite horizon model

2). A reasonable design of grid
Reasonable design of the grid is very important, on one hand, in order to save
computer resources, the number of the grid should be as few as possible; On the other
hand, in order to control the shape of geological bodies and ensure the accuracy of
modeling, the number of grid should not be too few. Therefore, we should design
appropriate number of simulation grid according to the geological condition of work
area. In this study, 51 oil-water wells are included in this region, the length from east
to west is 1100m, from north to south is 650m, and well spacing is 100m-125m, the
thickness of reservoir A is between 5m and 7. 8m, and reservoir B is between 3. 9m
and 7m. In horizontal, in order to ensure the accuracy of the model, we use a grid size
of 5m * 5m; in vertical, we subdivide reservoir A into 75 portions, reservoir A into65
portions, a total of 140 small layers, in order to ensure accuracy of about 0. 1m. Plane
grid number is 37410, and the total number of the model is 5. 2374 million.
2. 2. Establishment of the lithology model
After the completion of structural model, we establish lithology model precisely that
is based on lithological material of the accuracy of 0. 05m in vertical. The accuracy of
lithology in vertical is far greater than the sedimentary facies of the plain, and
therefore we do not use the method of "phase-controlled lithologic modeling " that is
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used commonly now in the process of establishing lithological model. In order to
reduce the unreasonable nature of lithology stochastic simulation, we need to analysis
the data for discrete lithologic properties. That we analysis lithologic data is mainly to
get the continuous distribution pattern of all kinds of rock in all directions, this can be
achieved through simulating a reasonable variogram.
In order to obtain more accurate variogram, we also need pumping dilute test for
lithological model which is restrained with variogram. We make the thickness of the
river as a reference object, if we obtain the error that is within 5% between the
channel thickness of lithology model and the channel thickness of the original
logging, it is considered to meet accuracy requirements; if the error is not in this
scope, we consider that it does not reach the precision of requirements, so we need to
continue to simulate variation function, until it meets the standard. In this study, we
collected the well of C as the test object at the central horizontal wells in the study
area, and at last we obtain the variogram in the following table, the channel thickness
error of the lithology model obtained under the variogram model is 4% at well C.
We can achieve a variety of lithologic model using sequential indicator simulation
method that is obtained on the basis of lithological variation function. We use the
sequential indicator simulation method to achieve 50 times. According to compare the
distribution of equivalent thickness of reservoir A in the study area of horizontal
wells, we select the best one of them as the ultimate model.
2. 3. Establishment of the saturation model
Before we establish the saturation model, we need analysis the data in order to control
the quality of the model. First we should do Normal Score transform for log data of
water saturation of discretization, and then we fit the variogram. The main direction
of variogram we obtained is due north, the variable-range order in the main direction,
second direction and vertical direction is 458. 7、456. 3、4. 3 separately. Similarly,
we achieve 50 times with sequential Gaussian simulation method, we compare the
model we achieve and the thickness distribution map that is not flooded in reservoir A
of the study area of horizontal wells. And then we select the best one of them as the
ultimate model.

3. Trajectory design of horizontal wells and optimization of perforation
3. 1. Trajectory design of horizontal wells
The trajectory of horizontal wells that is designed by the lateral section of lithological
model is as follow. The length of the horizontal Section is 674m, the length of drilled
sandstone and laminated are 606m, 68m separately, and the rate drilling sandstone is
89. 91%.
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Figure 4: Trajectory design of horizontal wells in profile of lithologic model

3. 2. Choose Perforation section according to the distribution of water saturation
From the SW model we establish, we can see the distribution of water content near
horizontal wells clearly. As shown in Figure 6, in the scope of perforation section
developed, you can select the low aquifer that can be developed and used and set
perforation area preliminarily.

Figure 5: The primary selection of perforated interval of horizontal wells

3. 3. Choose Perforation interval according to the place of interbed
Though horizontal wells have chosen the perforation interval that has low watered
degree, but if the non-perforation of the high watered interval took place WBT, it will
lead to watered ascending velocity of horizontal wells increased quickly, so we can
not tap the residual oil of thick reservoir. For this reason, according to the internal
structural characteristics of the reservoir layer of intended zone, we make full use of
the shielding effect of the interbed to solve WBT problem of the non-perforated layer.
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In accordance with the distribution of interbed in lithology model, we optimize the
avoiding water interval that can be adjusted in three perforated intervals these are
identified preliminarily. Four perforated intervals preferred 1, 2, 3, 4 are as shown in
Figure 7, the perforated length from right to left are respectively 79m, 87m, 53m,
67m. The total perforated length is 286m, and it seizes 42. 4% of the length of
horizontal wells.
Form 1: Grid divided of well field model of Yidui of Beierxi
well
field

number of
wells

reservoir

S

51

A
B

step length of
grid（m）
plane
vertical
5×5
0. 067-0. 1
0. 06-0. 11

node of the
total
grid
node
plane vertical
37410 140 5237400

Form 2: Change schedules of variogram of various lithology
change schedule
lithology
mudstone
channel
valid sandstone
sandstone of one type
sandstone of second type
intrabed interbed
intraformational interbed

principal direction
（0º）
429. 8
409. 9
370. 2
406
434. 4
372. 6
343

the second
direction（270º）
412. 4
387. 1
360. 3
398. 7
431. 5
363. 9
330. 4

vertical
4. 2
5. 5
3. 5
1. 9
2. 1
3
5. 1

Figure 6: Optimization of perforated interval of horizontal Wells

3. 4. Perforation results
We compare production performance under the perforated interval of horizontal wells
and the whole interval of horizontal wells according to numerical simulation method.
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The result shows that the cumulative oil production is 18707. 7cubic meter in the
condition of optimal perforated intervals, it is more than the whole interval of
horizontal wells, this indicates optimal perforated interval can control and tap the
residual oil of the top of thick reservoir.

4. Conclusion
(1)
We establish delicate geologic model of block of the thick reservoir, depict the
slight amplitude construction of the lithology in layer, and describe
permeability and the distribution of water saturation. The accuracy of the
model is 5m * 5m * 0. 1m.
(2)
With the fine geological model established, we design the trajectory of
horizontal well. We design the trajectory of horizontal well between P and Q
well where channel sand body is most likely to develop and in the lower part
of the reservoir A where the interbed in layer is more developed and the
watered degree is lower.
(3)
According to water saturation and the distribution of interbed, we optimize
four perforated segments. The total perforated length is 286m, and it seizes 42.
4% of the length of horizontal wells, while the optimal exploitation of postperforation is obviously better than the whole shoot of horizontal well,
optimization results of perforation can control and tap the residual oil of the
top of the thick reservoir.
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